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Homecoming Changes Proposed
The Homecoming Committee
has
proposed
that
the
Homecoming
parade
be
abolished and a carnival be
established in its place. The
proposal is now under consideration by the Administration.
The parade was voted down by
the committee because of lack of
support and complications in
previous years.
Information on the carnival
will be sent to all organizations
and House Councils after the

Homecoming theme is announced.
The Homecoming Theme
Contest is still open. Entries
should be sent to Landrum Box
8114. The contest ends October 26,
and the winning theme will be
announced November 1.
A proposed outline of activities
was drawn up by the committee,
the Homecoming concert is
scheduled for Friday, January
25, at 8 p.m. The basketball game
and the crowning of the
homecoming Queen will be on

Saturday at 2 p.m. The carnival,
featuring displays, contests,
booths, games, and music, is
planned for 4-7 p.m. Saturday
afternoon in Sweetheart Circle.
Bob Hope will appear at 8 p.m.
on Saturday, followed by a dance
from 11-2 a.m. Sunday will
feature a luncheon by the lake.
Only the basketball game and
the Bob Hope show are definitely
scheduled at this time. All other
activities are still in the planning
stage.

Should Go. Southern's
Health Fee Be Increased?

By MARCIWENDELKEN
G-A Staff Writer
Last year, the Health -Cottage
served 20,000 students. Already
this quarter, an average of 115 to
150 students are being seen daily.
Though the cottage is doing its
best to treat and diagnose each
case, GSC health service faces
many drawbacks.
According to the STATEMENT
ON HEALTH RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF
MEMBERS OF THE COLLEGE
COMMUNITY, published by the

American College Health
Association, there should be at
least one physician per 2,000
students on campus. Dr. Anders,
dedicated and responsible, is
Southern's only one. Last year,
because of Dr. Anders' speedy
and accurate diagnosis and
treatment, 2 cases of acute appendicitis were admitted to the
county hospital in time, and two
cases of severe meningitis were
detected and cared for. All cases
recovered because of prompt
medical attention. This year, Dr.

Radio Station Survey To Be Taken
To Determine Student Preferences
The CCC's Radio Station
Committee will conduct a survey
next Tuesday, October 23, during
supper at Williams and Landrum
centers. The purpose of the
survey is to help the committee
determine what type of music
and programs that students
prefer. The committee is
presently drawing up possible
programming schedules for a
college radio station.
Since it appears that GSC will
finally get a radio station, the
Central Coordinating Committee's Radio Station Committee wants to make sure that
students keep their dials on our
station. The survey is meant to
ensure that the programming for

the station is represenstative of
the interests of students at
Southern. Questions ranging
from "What time do you listen to
the radio most?" to "Would you
like a question-and-answer
program?" are covered on the
survey.
Mike Tustian, Chairman of the
committee, said that committee
members plan to set up tables at
the entrances and exits of each
cafeteria. The surveys should be
answered and returned to these
tables. Tustian asks that students
take a few minutes to fill out the
survey so that the Radio Station
Committee will be able to develop
the type of programs that GSC.
Students want to hear.
I

George-Anne Office Hours
M.A. Giddens
GeorgetteLipford
Don Wood

12:00-12:50
2:00-3:00
3:00-4:00

Anders was able to detect two
cases of malaria here at
Southern. Because of the rarity
and seriousness of this illness,
Dr. Anders found it necessary to
do extensive lab work—for which
the Health Cottage has insufficient research equipment.
The malaria was arrested and
the patients recovered—against
the 8.5 per cent death rate of
malaria.
To complete the under-staffed
situation, the Health Cottage is
two nurses short at the present
time. This accounts for the long
waits some students who visit the
Health Cottage must tolerate.
At Georgia Southern, a
student's health fee is only 10
dollars; at the University of Ga.
it is approximately $35; the
average health fee for Georgia
Colleges is about $20. G.S.C. has
one of the lowest health fees in
the state of Georgia.
The problem, according to
Pam Ansley, Vice-President of
CCC, is insufficient funds,
leading to shortages of staff,
equipment, and medicine.
The logical solution, Ms. Ansley said, is an increase in the
student's health fee. "We must
decide how important our health
is to us," she said.

Oliff Hall Votes
Against Inter visitation
By JIMMY CASOIN
G-A Staff Writer
Olliff Hall will not have intervisitation this quarter.
The intervisitation proposal failed to pass in this dorm for lack of
a two-thirds majority affirmative vote by all residents of the hall.
The voting was held in Olliff Hall October 4 between 5 and 8 p.m.
A group of women in Olliff, contending that not enough hours
were allowed for voting, presented a petition to the Housing Office
contesting the election. The election, however, was upheld by the
Housing Office; and there will be no intervisitation in Ollifff this
quarter.
Although boys will not be able to visit in an Olliff Hall girl's room
this quarter, these women will have the chance to vote on this
proposal again next quarter.
None of the other on-campus women's dorms have passed intervisitation. The Hendricks House Council has sent their proposal
to the Housing Office, but it has not yet been returned to the dorm.
Lewis and Johnson are still working on their proposals. Winburn is
the closed dorm for women.
Intervisitation went into effect in Dorman Hall last weekend.
Although Dorman's proposal had passed a few weeks ago, this
dorm had not been able to implement the proposal because
everyone had not paid the $3 fee required from every resident for
intervisitation.
Veazey has passed their proposal and has been enjoying intervisitation for three weeks. Sanford Hall, freshman men's dorm,
has passed their proposal, but the $3 fee has not yet been collected
from every resident. Brannen Hall is currently working on their
proposal. Cone is the closed dorm for men.
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CCC Passes Statute Amendment
"The CCC has passed an
amendment to the STATUTES of
the Central Coordinating Committee providing for the filling of
an office should it be vacated
because of resignation, recall, or
failure to meet the qualifications
of office.
According to the STATUTES of
the CCC, Article II (p. 86 of the
EAGLE EYE), the Central
Coordinating Committee must
hold an annual evaluation of the
statutes during the first 20 days of
October. Any amendments to the
statutes must be publicly announced during this time.
The student body has ten days
from the time of announcement
in which to petition the Central
Coordinating Committee to call a
referndum of the entire student
body concerning the proposed

amendment. The rules for
petitioning are given in the CCC
STATUTES in the EAGLE EYE.
If no petition is submitted, the
amendment will go into effect
automatically.
ARTICLE I, SECTION III:
Executive Succession
I. A Central Coordinating
Committee executive position
shall be considered vacant in the
following cases.
A. Failure to meet the
qualifications of office as stated
in the constitution of the Central
Coordinating Committee.
B. Submission of a written
resignation to the Central
Coordinating Committee.
C. Recall.
II In the event of a vacancy in the
office of President of the Central

Coordinating Committee, the
Vice-President of the Central
Coordinating Committee shall
immediately assume the full
powers and duties of the office of
President.
Ill A vacancy in the office of
Vice-President or any of the
Coordinators of the Central
Coordinating Committee shall be
filled by the following procedure
if the vacancy occurs spring,
summer or fall quarter.
A. Following the vacancy of the
executive position, two articles
will appear in the first issue of the
George-Anne. One will explain
the reason for vacancy of the
position and the other will call for
nominations to be accepted by
the Central Coordinating Com
1—'Continued on Page Two
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Debate Team Travels To Stetson
Last weekend the GSC Debate
Team traveled to ^Btfetson
University in Deland, Florida for
a novice tournament. The
tournament was won by Florida
Technological University,... with
the University of Mian>b£8n»ng
in second.
bras
Next weekend, the team will
debate at Valdosta State College.
Mary Thompson and Lynn
Stevens will debate varsity; the
novice team has not yet been
selected.
Other debates scheduled this
year include tournaments at
Wake Forest, Enterprise College,
Samford, and Emory. The team
will compete in team debating,
extemporaneous speaking, oral
interpretation, and persuasive
speech.
There were two novice team
competing in the Stetson
debates. The debaters competing
in a novice tournament must
have less than two years of
debating experience. The first
team was Mary Thompson,
senior speech major, and James
Holt, freshman chemistry major.
The other team was Steve Ford,
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sophomore criminal justice
major, and Carrol Gay, junior
speech major. Other participants
were Ronnie Thomas, junior
public relations major; Mike
Warren, junior speech major;
and Pratt Farmer, sophomore
public relations major.
Serving in an advisory capactyy
were Lynn Stevens, senior accounting major, and Dr. Carolyn
Quinn, Director of Forensics.
"Resolved: that the Federal
Government should control the
supply and utilization of energy
in the United States" is the
national college topic this year.
Once every month Phi Kappa
Delta, a National Honorary
Forensic Fraternity, sponsors
Forums on campus topics.
They also conduct a regional
High School Workship on speech
and debate in the fall and a High
School Tournament in the winter.
The Georgia Southern Debate
Team will also host the GSC
Invitational Debates and Dixie
Speech Festival in the spring.
The varsity members will also be
judges for state and regional
debates.

Last year the team won several
trophies at the Citadel, the
University of Florida, Florida
State, and Wilmington. They
were awarded a National
Superior rating.
Lynn Stevens and Dr. Quinn
ask that anyone interested in
debating come by Hollis 115. No
experience is necessary. People
are needed to help with research,
filing, pasting, and many other
jobs.

CCC Stoiute
Continued from Page One
mittee for a period of one week
following the appearence of the
article.
B. Nominees should meet the
requirements as stated in Article
I, Section 2 of the Central
Coordinating statutes.

C. Elections will be held one
week following the last day of the
nominations period. A majority
vote is required.
D. Runoffs, if necessary, will
be held four class days following
the regular election period.
E. The newly elected officer
shall immediately assume full
powers and duties of that office
and shall serve for the remainder
of the regular term of that office.
IV If a vacancy should occur in
the office of the Vice-President or
any of the Coordinators of the
Central Coordinating Committee
during the winter, Article III
shall be deleted and the vacancy
shall be filled by the following
procedure.
A. The President for the
Central Coordinating Committee
shall nominate to the other
executive officers three persons.
B. The other executive officers
by a unanimous vote shall elect
one of the three persons
nominated.

C. If a unanimous vote can not
be obtained, procedures A and B
shall be repeated until a
unanimous vote is cast for one
candidate.
D. The newly elected officer
shall immediately assume full
powers and duties of that office
and shall serve for the remainder
of the regular term of that office.

Pollution:
it's a crying shame

t
Q'

United Nations Birthday
Celebrated At Southern
On Wednesday, October 24,
United Nations Day will be observed on the GSC campus. The
public is invited to attend the
day's activities, which will include several lectures and group
discussions on different aspects
of the United Nations.
Lectures will be held in the
Biology Lecture Hall at 9:00 a .m.
11:00 a.m., and 12:00 noon.
Speakers will be Dr. G. Lane Van
Tassell, Dr. Larry Kastner, and
Dr. Zia Hashmi.
Group discussions will be held
in front of Williams Center from
12:00 noon to 2:00 p.m., and in
Room 111 of Williams Center at

4:00 p.m.
October 24 marks the 28th year
of the existence of the Charter of
the United Nations. Highlights of
the United Nations' "quarterand-a-century-plus" career include the following:
1) Passage of the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights in
1948.
2) Continued operation of a
world meeting hall (the General
Assembly) where dialogue
among representatives of nationstates (meeting as equals) can
and does occur.
3) Creation and support of the
machinery necessary for several

Detex System To Be Installed
In Men's Dorms Winter Quarter
The Detex system, a security
unit which is operated by plastic
cards, is scheduled to be fully
operational in upperclass male
halls by winter quarter, according to Larry E. Davis,
Director of Housing.
The installation of the system,
which is already in use in all
upperclass female halls, began
this week.
When asked if freshmen halls
would eventually use the system,
Mr. Davis said, "We are in the
process of getting units for every
on-campus hall; however, only
upperclassmen who live in freshmen halls will be given the
cards."
The units will be installed,at
one door in each hall, and all
other doors will be locked at
midnight, as in the halls where
the system is already used.

No one can enter a hall after
midnight, using this system,
unless he has a Detex card. The
reason for this installation is
"...we have experienced a
number of problems related to
security in residence halls. For
example, in one year three color
televisions were stolen, and theft
of fire equipment and other items
is a constant problem," said Mr.
Davis.
After installation of the Detex
units, the cards will be
distributed in residence halls. If a
card is lost or stolen, the
replacement price is $1.50,
payable to the residence hall
director.
Off-campus dormitories
operate on the same principle as
the on-campus Detex system, but
a special lock which is opened
with a key is used instead of the
Detex card system.

TheGeorge-Anne is the official newspaper of Georgia Southern College.
Published weekly, except.during examinations and holidays, and biweekly from June to August. Subscription rate is $3.50 per year. Office
located in room 112, Frank I. Williams Center. Telephone 764-6611,
extension 246 and business extension 418. Printed by the Statesboro
Herald Publishing Company, Statesboro, Georgia. The opinions expressed on these pages are those of the editors or student writers and
not those of Georgia Southern College.

peacekeeping efforts, e.g.,
Korea, Middle East, Yemen,
West Iran, Cyprus, Congo, and
Kashmir.
4) Support and administration
of many specialized agencies
geared to alleviating human
problems. These agencies include World Health Organization,
UN Children's Fund, World Food
Programs, efforts to deal with
refugees, and the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization.
5) Design and implementation
of major international conferences on future use of seabed,
space, environment, and worldwide economic development
efforts.
6) Continued support of the
International Court of Justice.
7) Continued efforts to institutionalize the transition from
colonialism to independence for
many areas of the world.

Students Urged
To Volunfeer
In Helping Needy
Students of GSC have decided
to establish the Student Volunteer
Service Committee in an attempt
to provide help for underprivileged people in tb,e
Statesboro area. A subcommittee of the Central Coordinating Committee, the
Student Volunteer Services
Committee will attempt to use
volunteers to help the needy in
our community.
Students are needed to help
Federal, State, and local agencies in the areas of aging,
education, drugs, health, the
handicapped, disadvantaged
children, fund raising for the
retarded, and aiding disadvantaged areas.
If any student would like to join
in this rewarding effort, he
may come to the committee
meeting Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
in the CCC office (in Williams
Center) or call the Student
Volunteer Services Committee at
the CCC office, ext. 304.
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Make your appointment now for

your YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
Students have, in the past, been critical of the number and quality of
the individual portraits appearing in the Reflector. While the number
of pictures is beyond our control, we can and have done something
about their quality.
Steven's Studios, a nationally known Portrait Company, will be on
campus Oct. 29 through Nov. 9 to make every student's portrait. This
will be done absolutely free of charge and without obligation to you.
You will be sent a set of proofs by the studio. You may, if you wish,
purchase from Steven's a set of prints. However, the business of
purchasing prints is strictly between you and the Studio.
It is up to you, the student, to increase the number of Portraits in the
Yearbook, so go by Landrum Center on Oct. 22 or Oct. 23 and make an
appointment.

Ogeechee Fair Oct. 22-27
On October 22-27, the Ogeechee
Fair will be held at the
Fairgrounds on Route 67 south of
Statesboro.
This year the Ogeechee Fair
will feature a nostalgic trip to the
past. Much of the fairgrounds will
be devoted to exhibits on
Georgia's heritage, ranging from
a farm with a log with a log cabin
and smoke house to a blacksmith
and his forge. Some added
features are the display booths
where you will be able to see
many old arts and crafts
demonstrated. You can see
almost everything, from quilting
to making hominy.
There will also be displays of
agriculture, so important in early

Georgia. There will be exhibits of
prize agricultural products, such
as com and cotton, plus various
bits of old-time equipment, tools,
harnesses, stoves, and so on.
On Friday night, visitors to the
fair will be entertained by
costumed square dancers. But
the entertainment is not limited
to just Friday night. There' will
be several daily performances by
the "Flying Valentines," an
aerial act; a drawing will be held
for a bicycle; and there will be
another drawing for two "Tin
Lizzies."
All in all, the fair sounds like a
winner. It will provide a chance
to see Georgia as it used to be,
and just to have a good time.

1
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people at southern
William Cook, assistant to the President at the University of
Georgia, has been named Director of Administration and Fiscal Affairs at Georgia Southern.
The appointment, which was approved by the University System of
Georgia Board of Regents at their October meeting, will become effective January 1, 1974.
Cook, who has served as assistant to the President at the University
of Georgia for the past four years, also served as Director of Internal
Auditing after 18 years as supervising examiner with the State
Department of Audit.
Cook, a certified internal auditor, is a member of the Institute of
Internal Auditors and the Association of College and University
Auditors. He currently holds positions as secretary-treasurer of the
Green Hills Country Club in Athens and Trustee member of the board
of the Prince Avenue Baptist Church.
A native of South Carolina, Cook was raised in Athens and graduated
from Athens High School and the University of Georgia with a B.B.A.
in accounting. He is married to Mary Jordan Cook and they have a
daughter, Nancy, 18, and a son, Bob, 13.
Dr. Taylor C. Scott, of the Sociology Department, has been selected
to participate in a Short Course for College Teachers at Clark College
in Atlanta. The seminar, conducted by the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, will be based on the topic "Statistics and
Experimental Design in Social and Behaviorial Science."
Drs. Roger Branch and Larry Platt will conduct a series of weekly
leadership seminars in Metter this Fall. The goal of the project is to
help community leaders develop greater awareness of effects of
changing land use patterns for the future of Metter and Candler
County.
Three members of the Leisure Studies Faculty recently attended the
National Congress of the National Recreation andParks Association in
Washington, D.C.
Dr. Albert Elliott chaired the research Section for the Society of
Professional Recreation Educators as a member of the Editorial
Board of the Leisure Journal. Also attending were Dr. Mary Fortune,
who has responsibilities connected with Therapeutic Sections, and
Pamela Thomason, who attended as an observer.
Dr. Walter Peach, Associate Professor of Exceptional Childhood
Education, was elected Vice-President of the Georgia Federation
Council for Exceptional Children at a recent conference in Macon.
The office is a three-year term leading from Vice-president to
President-Elect to President of the Council.
The Student Council for Exceptional Children elected two GSC
students to office: Ceil O'Conner, Vice-president, a senior from
Savannah, and Lee Clark, President-Elect, a junior from Louisville,
Georgia.
The Council for Exceptional Children is a professional organization
for people working with the exceptional child. With approximately
1,200 members in the Georgia Federation, the CEC is responsible for
the development of many legislative acts and programs to aid these
children. It is affiliated with the Georgia Association of Educators and
works closely with this organization to aid the exceptional child.

New GCB. Intern Programs
Now Offered To Students

Georgia Intern Program (GIP)
is unknown to many GSC
students, according to Dr. J.S.
Mann, head of the Department of
Political Science and Campus
Coordinator of field internships.
Any student, regardless of his
major, may apply for an internship. The student who is
chosen will spend a quarter or
three months working on one -of
the numerous projects offered
anywhere in the state of Georgia.
Projects range from orientation
and diagnosis of male juvenile
delinquents under the Department of Human Resources to
computer port systems analysis
under Georgia Ports Authority.
Projects dealing with statistical
data, housing code enforcement
study, and wastewater treatment
plan control and evaluation are
just a few more of the projects
available to students
Students working under GIP
receive $50 a week for 40 hours of
work a week and up to as many as
15 quarter hours credit. Each
individual department decides
how many credit hours the
student will be given.
"It can be a true learning
experience if it's done right. We
have never had anyone who
wasn't enthusiastic about it,"
said Dr. Mann.
Governor Carter started the
Governor's Intern Program, but
changed the name to Georgia
Intern Program in hopes that the
next governor will continue the
program.
According to Dr. Mann, the
purpose of the program is
primarily to increase the learning experience, but it can also
be beneficial to seniors who are
looking for jobs. "It's a good way
to get a foot in the door," she

Minkovitz

said.
interviewer will be here from
Dr. Mann is trying to raise
Atlanta to meet with the GIP
student interest, through incampus committee
screen
forming them of GIP. She said,
candidates.
"There were about 13 jobs in the
The campus committee inSoutheast that went without
cludes Dr. Mann, Dr. Boxer, Mr.
people this fall. One of our mains, '"Godfrey, Dr. Hawk, Dr. Elliott,
problems is getting professors to
and Dr. Good. Applications may
tell the students about inbe picked up at any of these ofternships in their own field."
There is no specific GPA
Applications for winter quarter
required for applicants. The most
jobs must be in Dr. Mann's office
important aspect of filling out the
in the Newton Building by Ocapplication is how the student
tober 26. The following week, an
.expresses himself.
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Handicrafts - Artwork
Decoupage - Imports

Monday
is Fish Fry

62nd
Anniversary
SALE Now in Progress!
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A real great catch! Fried filets offish,
French fries, cole slaw.

SECONDS ON THE HOUSE!

And we've got these other special days, too:
TUES.

Serving Southeast Georgia
I

since

Spaghetti
Spree

WED.

FRI.

Deep Sea
Dinner

Clam
Special
' -J9VS

1911. Save on ail 4

■

floors during this

15 day

Special prices for children!
JBtbsF
IlAh

value event!

109 N. Main Street
Statesboro, Ga.
Quality Discount World
Uptown Statesboro
Park Free

Midtown Plaza

1.99

Rear of Store
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Editorials

Freshmen Women!
Don \ (me up;
Send InTKose Surveys

the george-anne
M.A. GIDDENS
editor

GEORGETTE LIPFORD
managing editor

DON WOOD
news editor
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CARROLLPOLLETT
business editor
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Questionnaires are meaiit;t8'8ei filled out. Last week Lupe Cota sent
out a survey to all freshma^%i®ff'8fcphor$6re women. The questions in
the survey were generalizeUfMcln as:'Bid the students feel that the
curfew had affected their academic activity?, Does a curfew cut down
on sexual activity?, What are the advantages of having hours?, What
are the, disadvantages?
grfr
.S3!

.
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This, questionnaire is not^neant W invade your privacy; but
rather is. to;help.those who are trying Sohard to give freshmen arid;
sophomore women intervisitation privaledges as to how the girls '
really feel about intervisitation.
Please help Lupe. Fill out and send back the questionnaire so she
will know wn&ther to continue the fight for intervisitation or not.
The G-A comriiends the efforts of Ms. Cota and feel that the time
spent in filling but the survey would hot be wasted.

REMEMBER ^
UHLE-'M^RG, if H OUR
JGB to Smile, Bwt> be v&«y

Newsprint Shortages
G-A's

+ht epHle.oH.' rpyeRM

It seems that there are shortages of many things these days, and the
George-Anne has just become one of the deprived. Last week the
Statesboro Herald, whiclvprints the George-Anne.notified the G-A that
the newsprint chortago hao now hit Statesboro. Although the G-A often
has enough material to fill up a 16-page paper, the Herald has asked us
to limit our papers to twelve pages. If the shortage becomes acute, we
may toe askepto go eight pages for a limited time. Mr. Joe Frazier,
publisher of the Herald, does not think that this will happen, but if it
does, the George-Anne asks that students accept this as the way things
are. I

Slow Down, Fraternities,-Give Rushees A Chance

Thumbs Up ,
UMOQ

squjni|i §

The George-Anne is not against the Greek
system; we recognize that for some people
brotherhood and sisterhood is the only way. But
each system has faults, and the Greeks are no
exception. The one I am thinking of is the
fakiness and rivalry that is prevalent during fall
rush. Competition is good for any organization;
the catchy slogans and signs covering GSC might
perhaps bring out a certain fraternity's
creativity; but the signs are like some of the
brothers—catchy and cute and extremely
friendly to.the point of insincerity. When shady
tactics are used, smiling to a potential rushee's
face and jabbing at him behind his back, perhaps
the fraternity or sorority needs to stoD and take a

long look at what the Greek system is all about.
This criticism goes not only to brothers and
sisters, but to rushees as well. During those rush
parties and smokers, is the real you coming
through? Or do thoughts of what is probably
expected of you run through your mind and make
you what you wish you were? During this fall
rush, the George-Anne asks that each person
evaluate himself. Don't let your fraternity be
guilty of "herding the rushees" through. And
rushees, make sure the foot you put forward is
really your own.
EDITOR'S NOTE: See letter to the editor on
page 5.

|: Thumbs up to the Waterpolo team and soccer team for good playing.!;
j:': Thumbs down to whoever sets off smoke bombs in dormitories.

5

j;: Thumbs up to Larry Abbott for excellent work on Faculty Evaluation,!:::especially his hours spent at the Administrative Annex and for hist
vweekend work in Athens.
?

l0$rM5MK0

^Thumbs down-to the military in Chile for slaughtering 2,796 persons •:■
:|so far since the overthrow of Salvador Allende's government.
(:j
■ Thumbs up to CUB for an excellent concert.

jjThumbs down to whoever broke into the wax museum and broke S
:•:
::Raquel Welch's nose and tore off Sonny Bono's head.

STAFF

™S£K5™
S££cA?HY
TONINOTTOLI
3"™

Features Editor
^Copy Editor
Photographer
Cartoonist

JOHN GOLD

Cartoonist

MARGIEBROWN

CS

DOY EDENFIELD
KIRBYWATERS

'. [ \ \ -.Photographer
Sports Editor

BUSINESS STAFF
HUGH R. WATERS
LARRY ABBOTT
SHARONBAKER
DAYNA JONES

Accountant
Circulation Manager
Advertising Assistant
Advertising Assistant

STAFF WRITERS
Marci Wendelken, Beth Baggett, Margo Lemacks, Ronnie Herrhv ,
Jimmy Cason, Rachel Rhodes, Helen Hirvela, Lois Caphton, Linda
Kay Williams, Kirby Waters, Donna Ross, Brenda Bethel.

We're Here To Learn-Aren't We?
Enrollment dropped at Georgia Southern
College this fall quarter. Many reasons were
given as to why it dropped—the elimination of
the compulsory draft, increased enrollment in
Junior colleges, and the idea than people without
a college education get just as eood iobs as those
that have one. But the G-A feels that administration and other speculators has
overlooked one of the more obvious reasons for
decreased college enrollment. Students are sick
to death of school.
Out of my 7 quarters at school, with 21
professors, only 5 have given me the challenge
that a true college student deserves. As some of

you professors are reading this, you are
probably outraged. You do your best; it's not
your fault if I personally don't like the way you
teach. You are correct; many of you are doing
your best; but it is evidently not good enough.
On the other hand, students are not here for the
learning process. They too have fallen down.
Lessons, projects, outside readings fall second to
dates, football, basketball games, and TV shows.
Perhaps, evaluation should be made at the
beginning of the quarter, right now, for both
professors and students. It would improve GSC's
academics. And that's what we are here for, isn't
it?

4he george-anne-
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because I am speaking from a
fraternity's viewpoint and not
because this phenomenon is
peculiar to men and fraternities.
Fraternal associations being
what they are, it would seem to
follow logically that the choosing

Frot Specks Out
As a member of one of the
fraternities here at Georgia
Southern, I would like to get
several things off my chest. First
of all, I am firmly convinced that
the benefits and happiness which
are derived from membership in
a fraternity can be the most
rewarding experiences in a
college career. Indeed, lifelong
associations formed during those

years can be the basis of a
rewarding lifetime.
For those of you who are unfamiliar,
unaware,
or
uninitiated, I will briefly give a
synopsis of the meaning of
"fraternity." It is, more than
anything else, an affair of the
heart. Like all other affairs of the
heart, no power other than the
will of God can govern the actions
of men committed to a common
bond of brotherly love and
similar ideals, goals, and ambitions. I use the term men

-

QUESTION LINE
QUESTION: What are those things around campus? You know, those
things that are cylindrical and have wires sticking out of them.
ANSWER: These are part of the underground wiring system. They are
extremely heavy, so East Coast Engineering Company places them
approximately where they will be buried later.
QUESTION: Are all concerts going to be on Wednesday nights?
ANSWER: According to Mike Barfield, CUB President, concerts are
scheduled according to when the band can appear. ZZ Top had another
engagement Thursday night, so they had to come to Southern Wednesday. Concerts will be any night Monday through Thursday, except
for special concerts like Homecoming.

QUESTION: Can students fish in the lake? Are there any rules
governing fishing, such as a catch limit or limitations on kinds of bait
that may be used?
ANSWER: According to Mr. Lanier of Campus Security, students are
permitted to fish in the lake. As concerning the catch limit the state
sets those laws, but he doesn't think there will be much trouble in
students catching over the limit.

Italian
Restaurant

of members is also an affair of
the heart, subject only to the
dictates of God, conscience, and
the common beliefs of the
members. Intrusions from
outside the bond of the fraternity
are an invasion of privacy and
the innate rights of all individuals
concerned. No institution, no
matter what its social or political
content may be, can rightfully
interfere in affairs which are so
sacred to those involved.
Now, I will get specifically to
the point. On what grounds does a
college administration dictate to
social fraternities rules about
whom they may extend the
privilege of membership? I do
not claim to believe that
fraternities are outside the
jurisdiction of a college. They
aren't. However, as long as they
conduct themselves in a lawful
manner which does not detract
from the intents and purposes of
the college, why chould (and
what right does it have to do so)
the college attempt to legislate
over a private matter of the
fraternities? Do not the fraternities, because of their ideals,
conscience, etc., establish
standards and priorities for
membership of their own? What
strange quirk in the nature of
fraternities causes and administration to feel that they
must be kept away from certain
groups of students?
In all honesty, I find myself
unable to answer in any
reasonable fasion the following
questions and attitudes. Does a
2.0 GPA separate men from
forming
the
bonds
of
brotherhood? Is a second-quarter
freshman more able to enter into
a lifelong association with men of
similar hearts and minds than a
first-quarter freshman? Really,
now. Do these things really
constitute grounds to impose
Continued on Page Six

CCC Progress Reports
The Central Coordinating
Committee, in order to improve
communications between student
government and both faculty
and students, will have weekly
synopses of the actions taken by
the (student) committees during
the week. Comments about the
reports would be appreciated by
the CCC.
Below is a list of the committees of the CCC and the action
taken during the week.
INTERVISITATION
The committee talked about
the Olliff situation. They are
considering a recommendation
that would give elections a
designated period of time.
STUDENT BETTER BUSINESS
BUREAU
Members discussed a program
called AIDS, which is in action at
some other colleges. It gives a
discount service for students.
Also in discussion is a survey
which would give the reaction of
Merchants to the discounts. The
committee talked about getting a
lawyer for use of the students.
MISS GSC
Celebrities for the '74 year are
being planned.

VOTER REGISTRATION
An absentee policy was set.
Members are still planning to get
the registrar to come to the
school.
RADIO STATION
The survey committee was
dissolved and re-formed into the
main body. Members will be
assigned different areas of
programming.. The progress of
the committee is limited until the
survey is administered.
FACULTY EVALUATION
The survey is now in the
distributing phase. It will be
given to 300 students, which is
about 5 per cent of the student
body. It is the proper percentage
in this type of survey.
VOLUNTEER SERVICES
The goals of the committee
were set. Some of those goals
are: to let students be aware of
already existing services; to
stimulate students to voluntarism in the community; to start
other programs outside of
already existing programs so
that any interested student would
feel free to join in; and to act as a
referral agency so that a
volunteer could be placed in his
area of choice.

ABORTION
INFORMATION

PREGNANCY TEST AVAILABLE
An Abortion can be arranged
within 24 hours
You can return home
the same day you leave.

CALL COLLECT:

(464)524-4-781
Georgia Famt'lu Planning
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK A Non-Profit Organization 24 HOURS

(KHIfather

Georgia Southern

4:00 1VM. to 11:00 IVM

College Bookstore

Slatcsboro Hall
All Students...
Bring in your T-Shirts
for $1.00 off on any
Shirt Purchase,

HOUSE OF STYLES
Now offering hair styling for men
and women. Plus a new tricology
treatment for healthier hair

this week only

Majoring
in
Service
Landrum Center
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Letters To The Editor
artificial restrictions on a social
process older than history? The
process I am speaking of is the
formation of solid, enduring
friendships and brotherly love.
The fraternity system at
Georgia Southern College has
been restrained and treated like a
malignant growth for long
enough.
Fraternities
traditionally have provided
leadership and have been among
the most dynamic and hardworking institutions on the
college scene. The Greek system
may yet flower at GSC, provided
it is given room to breathe and
prove equal to the task of moral,
mental, and physical development of its members. We live in a
nation based on free enterprise.
Anything short of that in a Greek
system produces an atmosphere
of high-schoolishness and the
overprotective, keep-'emhemmed-in attitude of the GSC
administration.
Wake up! It's not too late. Not
yet, anyway.
Wayne S. Lynn
President — TKE
NOTE
Some of you may not understand all this but I offer this in
defense of my position. I spent
two years at Georgia Tech during
which time I was a member of the
Teke chapter there. I have seen
an excellent fraternity chapter in
action. We were the Number 1
chapter in the nation at one time
and a finalist for the IFC trophy
(best campus chapter). I don't
remember exactly, but we either
won or lost the trophy by half a
point. The chapter's strength was
in that we were able to pledge the
best men around and were encouraged by a very favorable

Continued from Page Five

Anything short of that would have
been and is stifling and a
downright robbery.
During this year we plan as a
chapter to make our particular
concern the current moves
relating to faculty tenure,
evaluation, and promotionsraises. There are committees
operating on this campus and
throughout the system which are
studying and making proposals in
these areas; we feel that the
AAUP should be represented in
this type of decision making, both
on a local and state level.

In order to be a representative
voice, we want a large membership. We hope that all faculty
who are interested in faculty
welfare and good facultyadministration communication
will join with us this year.
Membership is open to all
teaching faculty and to graduate
students, and we want your
presence at meetings as well as
your official membership.
Anyone interested in more information may contact me or one
of the other officers: Lane Van
Tassell, political science; Bob
Nelson, chemistry; or Rosemarie
Marshall, biology.

Letter To Faculty
On the first Monday evening of
each month at 8 o'clock, the
AAUP will meet in the Williams
Center. For the past few years we
have been making a concerted
effort to push for those things on
this campus that the AAUP has
traditionally been concerned in:
academic freedom, faculty
representation in decision
making, better communication
between faculty and administration, and finally a
representative voice for the
faculty in all areas of concern.
On the whole, the administration
has
been
cooperative in its efforts to meet
those goals. Following each
AAUP meeting, President
Duncan meets with the president
of the chapter to answer
questions that have been raised.
Administrative officers have
expressed willingness to come to
meetings and deal with issues
when they are invited; several
times Dr. Duncan has met with
us to field questions.

administrative attitude. This was
all done in a free-enterprise atmosphere where hard work is the
main prerequisite to success.

Barbara Bitter

Who Took Rock?
Dear Editor:
I would like to know what
happened to the big beautiful
rock that once lodged outside the
Herty Building. On my way back
to the gym each day I admired it.
It added so much to the looks of
the building, and I certainly miss
it. I wish whoever moved it would
place it back.
Sincerely,
A Rock Admirer
Editor's Note:
I also admired that rock, and
one day I checked with the
Geology Department and they
told me that if anybody loved that
rock enough to take it, they could
have it. It now resides in my
apartment, and if you ever want
to come look at it you may get in
touch with me and I will allow
you to do so.

V^S-W^ I I
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in this sign
by rozley doozy
Have you ever wondered what sun sign your professors were born I
under? The following is the first of a two-part series spotlighting GSC's ■
educators. Included this week are the English, Journalism,
Philosophy, Chemistry, and Home Economics Department.
ARIES—(March 21-April 20)—Miss Elvena Boliek, Mrs. Adele
Hooley, Mrs. Doris Lanier, Miss Linda Medlen, Dr. R.N. Fitzwater,
Dr. Robert Boxer, Dr. Gordon Mayfield.
TAURUS—(April 21-May 21)—Mrs. Barbara Bitter, Dr. Patricia La
Cerva, Dr. Delma Presley, Dr. Ron Roberts,Mrs. Ida Thompson.
GEMINI—(May 22-June 21)—Mr. Paul Brown, Mr. John McDuffie,
Mrs. Sarah Powell.
CANCER
(June 22-July 23)—Miss Nancy McElheney.
LEI—(July 24-August 23)—Dr. Hollis Cate, Miss Bonnie Ford, Miss
Evelyn Wilsford, Dr. Fielding Russell, Dr. Frank Rainwater.
VIRGO—(August 24-September 23)—Dr. Pat Gillis, Dr. Lawrence
Huff, Miss Jane Lamb, Dr. Doris Pearce, Mrs. Sue Smith, Dr. Clair
Colvin.
LIBRA—(September 24-October 23)—Dale Dorman, Mrs. Patricia
Hollan, Mrs. Karen Overstreet, Miss Susie Whitener, Mr. John Parcels, Jr., Dr. David Ruffin.
SCORPIO—(October 24-November 22)—Dr. Luthern Scales, Miss,
Frieda Fuqua, Dr. Robert Nelson.
SAGITARIUS— (November 23-December 21)—Dr. Edward Little, Dr.
Fred Richter, Mr. Warren Whitside, Miss Susan Jones, Dr. Craig
Kellogg.
CAPRICORN—(December 22-January 20)—Mrs. Jane Brown, Mr.
Richard Keithley, Dr. Frederick Sanders, Mrs. Erma Hadden.
AQUARIUS—(January 21-February 19)—Mrs. Dorothy Golden, Mr..
Clayton Hoff, Dr. John Humma.
PISCES—(February 20-March 20)—Mrs. Sandra Rabitsch, Dr.
Patrick Spurgeon, Dr. Betty Lane, Mrs. Frances Seymour, Dr.
Martha Cain, Dr. Woodrow Powell, Mr. Donald Davis.

Home of
AMERICA'S FAVORITE

TYPIST - PROOF READER
The Statesboro Herald has a full time job
opening in its composing department. Applicants
must type moderately fast. Apply in person to Al
Godfrey.

BIG 16" DIAMETER

OFF

BRING THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE
$1.00 OFF ON ANY GIANT OR LARGE
SIZE PIZZA

It's the real thing. Coke.

LIMIT 2 PER COUPON
VALID THRU

Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life-Coca-Cola.
Void after Dec. 31,

- H O fl \. |':

Bottling Co.

1973

WELCOME TO THE LAND OF THE GIANT

Hwy. 301 South
Statesboro, Ga.
764-5411
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11 Top Cheered By Students
By MELISSA RICE
Two aspects of the ZZ Top
concert, held October 10 in
Hanner Fieldhouse by the CUB,
made it good almost before the
music started. For one thing, the
stage was far better than others
that have been used at GSC—it
was elevated for a more
professional appearance. Also,
the backdrop prevented the
audience from seeing Hanner
bleachers when focusing directly
on the musicians. Secondly, the
sound system was far superior to
those used at previous concerts.
The opening act, "110 Pounds
of Dynamite from Colorado City,
Texas," accomplished something
which would have been quite
difficult for anyone less talented.
Armed only with an accoustic
guitar, J-Boy
Adams succeeded in drawing and holding
the attention of 2,500 people who
at first were anticipating only ZZ
Top. The weakness in his act that
a few lyrics were not worthy of
his ability—the time for

'Because of my long hair
hanging past my shouldersRosalie died with my baby," is

be maturing, because their
performance Wednesday was
much tighter than those in the
past. Lead guitarist Billy Gib-

past. However, this was a minor
point which was more than made
up for by solid vocals and ex-

bon's riffs were a bit sharp at
points, and the band therefore
was at its best during the slower
blues numbers. In a band with
only three members, no one could

tremely good picking, especially
during the instrumental portions
of his songs. An album, in which
J-Boy will be accompanied by
a piano, a bass, and a cello, is
planned for the first of the year,
and should be worth waiting for.
Singletree, the second act,
made a clear statement with
their first son—that they were not
trying to sound like a Poco or an
Earl Scruggs Review. The group
was quite successful in blending
country music with a harder
form of rock than is usually attempted.
In the past, ZZ Top has never
seemed to be able to deliver in
concert what they promise on
their recordings, but they must

take a minor role, but drummer
Frank Beard has to be given
credit for avoiding the rut into
which so many other percussionists fall.
In spite of some erratic
moments the music and the show
were powerful and contagious,
especially for those whose taste
runs to a high-energy exchange
between the performers and the
audience. It was this exchange, in
fact, that made the ZZ Top
concert as enjoyable as it was,
and encouraged the audience to
bring them back for three encores for the first time ever.
Lyrics printed by permission of
Clear River Music.

. .Singletree, a band from Old Sparta, North Carolina, features a
guitar, a banjo, a violin, a Addle, a bass, and drums. They play
basically Bluegrass music. Singletree has just finished recording
an album in Nashville, Tennessee, and have had several offers
from big companies to record on their labels.

PUT ON A NEW
PERSONALITY

.. Billy Gibbons, lead singer and guitarist of ZZ
Top, performed with the band from Texas October 10 in Hanner Fieldhouse. Two weeks before

BSU

appearing in Statesboro, ZZ Top sold out 24,000
seats at a performance in Houston. They are
presently doing a 26 stop tour in the U.S.

Offers Activities

If you haven t visited the
Baptist Center this quarter,
you're really missing something!
Things are re.Jly happening:
Monday—Choir
Practice;
Tuesday—Worship; Wednesday— Fait; i & Liie with guest
speakers; Thursday- Fun &
Fellowship. All these activities
start at 7:00. On weekends the
Center is open until 10:O3 on
Fridays and 11:00 on Saturdays
for playing ping pong and table
games, listening to records, or
just visiting with friends.
Big events coming up soon
include the BSU State Convention
at Rock Eagle in Eatonton,
October 26-28. Be sure you
register at the Center by October
17; this is something you won't
want to miss. A Share Seminar on
"How to Share Your Faith on
Campos" will be conducted
November 4-6 by Eben Carson,
past GSC and BSU state

president. The cost is $2.00 for
materials, and the ideas gained
there will be of great benefit.
Other events are a party on
November 8 and our own Georgia
Southern BSU Retreat on
November 16-17 at the Savannah
Baptist Assembly.
Summer missions is an integral
part of BSU that keeps everyone
busy all year. The State
Organization of the Baptist
Student Union sends students and
missionaries each summer to
various fields of service. These
missionaries are chosen and sent
by students who sponsor moneymaking projects during the year
to d< '"ay expenses.
: GSC BSU this past year
raised more money to be used in
sending missionaries than has
any other college at any time in
Georgia: $3,107.40. All our
money-making projects such as
steak suppers, car washes, craft

To

Students

shows, etc. go to this cause
Please keep this in mind and
support
this
worthwhile
program.

Camel

Personality.
SHOES FOR WOMEN

Now leaving for fall, going first class all
the way! Heels meant for walking,
platforms to cushion the way, travelin' types

Chin Hair
Removed...
Permanently

for work-a-day tripping round the world.

Stop iweezing those unfeminine hairs from your
chin! Now you can have
those hairs removed Permanently with electrolysis.
You're invited to come in
for a free consultation with
no obligation. So stop
wasting precious time on
temporary methods and call
for an appointment today!

We also carry Bass
Bass Cover Girl Sandier
S.R.0.

Call
TTlrs, Sirlene cfraaklin
764-9850
after 5:00 call 764-7479
CERTIFIED ELECTROGIST
119 Crouto»dl £x«uliv« P«k
115 Noithjid.D:iv.

STATESBORO, GEORGIA 30458

Store Hours
Mon.-Sat.
10-9P.M.

PATTERSON
v .GRIFFIN ii Welcome
College
SHOES.
STATESBOKO HtH

Students
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Classified Ads

DelloZelc
Delta Zeta started off Fall quarter 1973 with a great Rush season.
New pledges are: Shirley Branan, Dedra Coleman, Merrimeth
Fowler, Sally Harris, Betsy Holliday, Colleen Kinsella, Cathy Lloyd,
Susan Pleasants, Kathy Rogers, Marlene Rozell, Elaine Wilson, Carol
Upchurch, Debbie Weatherly, and Kay Wood.
The Delta Zeta's have already gotten together for a cookout at the
Lodge with all the Big Brothers, new pledges, and guests. Sharon
Plunkett, Debbie Moddelmog, and Kenny Hall entertained with guitar
playing and singing.
Cathy Stapleton is our new wildcat pledge, and Kathie Foster was
chosen Little Sigma of Sigma Chi fraternity.

FOR SALE
1-year-old Kenmore vacuum
cleaner, excellent condition, all
attachments plus shaft attachment, and 10-year paid
guarantee, $35.00.
Two floor-length evening dresses.
Brand-new, only worn once—size
10. Value $70.00. Both for only
$20.00.
Call 764-7754 after 6:00p.m.
WANTED
Boys to try out for
cheerleaders. Come to practices
in Hanner Gym at 4:00 p.m.
every afternoon. For more information call Ext. 474.

French Club
The French Club held its first organizational meeting of the fall
quarter to nominate officers and discuss plans for the 73-74 year.
Elected president was Donna Davis; treasurer was Jim Sams. The
French Club, open to all GSC students, participates annually in the
Language Fair in April benefiting GSC students and residents of the
Statesboro area.

Science Fiction
The next meeting of the GSC Science Fiction Discussion Group will
be held Tuesday, October 23, 8:15 p.m. in the First Floor Conference
Room of the Newton Building. The group will discuss THE MARTIAN
CHRONICLES by Ray Bradbury. All interested persons are invited to
attend.

Delta Sigma Pi
The Epsilon Chi Chapter of Delta Sigma Pi, the international
business fraternity, held its fall rush at the Statesboro Moose Lodge on
October 8, 1973. Dr. Carnes of the GSC Finance Department, along
with the entire brotherhood, welcomed the following rushees: Leroy
Simmons, Dwight Moody, Greg Sorrow, Steve Karstensen, Randy
Poole, Rick Maurer, Eric Ashley, Bill Baldwin, Bert Monk, Frank
Gaudry, Reese Wbolford, Ben Balkcom, Bobby Jones, Bruce Allen,
and Billy Harris.

Zeta Tau Alpha
Initiation for Zeta Tau Alpha spring pledges Jane Cronin and Connie
Washburn was held Thursday night, October 11.
Zeta Tau Alpha announces Holly Jones, Rose Ann Rhodes, and
Connie Washburn as Little Sigmas of Sigma Chi Fraternity; re-elected
Little Sigmas are Janet Davis and Sally Stone, the Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi; Karen Gravely, Melody Hamby, and Susie Phelps are
Little sisters of Kappa Sigma Fraternity; re-elected Kappa Sigma
Little Sisters are Shay Stewart and Denise Smith; Melanie Broome
and Holly Hamby are Alpha Tau Omega Little Sisters; re-elected are
Patti Jordan as a Little Sister of the Alpha Tau Omega and Vicki
Bennett as Alpha Tau Omega Sweetheart.

BOARDING HORSES
$40.00 a month — 764-4228.
Will pay $5 each for King Snakes
needed for experiment; also
need lab equipment like test
tubes, beakers, etc.—especially a
test tube centrifuge. Call Tom
Morgan at Ext. 580.

WANTED TO BUY
Gibson Acoustic Guitar, call Joe
at 764-9268 after 2:00.
FOR SALE
10-speed bike (Sears), in good
condition, $40.00. Call Joe at 7649268 or 764-7208.
TYPING DONE
Term papers, themes, etc. Experienced typist. Call Mrs. Pam
Johnson at 764-7938.

Fr/end\tA fitfcle
pooch? Say, I'll
bet. he's hungry.

TYPINGDONE
Theses, torn papers, themes,
reports, outlines, manuscripts,
footnotes, etc. Excellent work.
Reasonable rates. Call Marcia at
764-7771 until 4 p.m. After 4:30
call 865-2252.

-ecs^
TYPINGDONE
Reports, term papers, theses,
tests, manuscripts, reports, etc.
Excellent work and reasonable
rates. Call Marcia anytime after
4:30 at 865-2252.

FOR SALE
Schwinn World Traveler, 10speed, like new. $85. Contact
Keith Evans, Stratford Hall,
Room 182, 764-9835.

FOR SALE
VW Beetle, Good Transportation, AM-FM Radio $400,
call 865-2564 or 764-6611, ext. 560.

OK, sports, why pay rent when
you can own your mobile home
with payments the same as your
rent? You owe it to yourself to
rap With us. Sun City Mobile
Homes, 301 N. Statesboro, 7649377.

FOR SALE
Hoover portable washing
machine, very good condition,
$50.00. Needs no hook-up, perfect
for apartments or trailers. Call
764-7326 after 5.

FORSALE
Ten speed bike, good condition,
light and generator included,
$60.00. 764-9377, "Sam"

FOR SALE
1961 Peugot automobile, $100.
Contact Mike Partridge, Landrum Box 10845.

I'll toss
him a
bone.
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And I Peel th'
same way about
children.

International Club
The International Club met on October 10, with President Trenice
Mullis presiding, and made preliminary plans for their traditional
Fall Banquet. This year's banquet will be held November 10 at the
Baptist Center on Chandler Road, with dinner starting at 6 p.m.
followed by entertainment. Three committees and their chairmen will
co-ordinate the banquet: Food Preparation, Alide De Obaldia;
Promotion and Decoration, Hans Lorenzen; Entertainment, Wemberly Ponder.
The International Club will have regular meetings at 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday evenings at various meeting places, which will be announced on student center posters. At last year's banquet, savory and
exotic disher in the style of Chinese, Indian, Thai, North Africa, and
Italian cuisines were prepared. Details concerning the purchase of
banquet tickets will be announced later. The price of the banquet will
again be $2 in advance, and will be open to the entire GSC community,
as well as local residents. Any inquiries should be directed to the International Club, Box 12345.

JPSC

GIVE A HOOT?
DON'T POLLUTE

Newman Community
The Newman Community is sponsoring a volunteer program to take
underprivileged children to the Ogeechee Fair, which will be held
.October 22-27. The Department of Family and Children Services has
furnished the Newman Community with an unlimited number of free
tickets for the children. Anyone wishing to volunteer to take one or
more children to the fair is encouraged to call Jim McGuire at 764-7605
for information.
»»
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Randy's
Italian Food
New Location
Chandler and Georgia Ave.
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Meet Woodsy Owl.
{
He represents a major step forward
in our fight against pollution.
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Soccer Team Begins New Season
Simpson, John^enshaw Hans
Lorenzen, Mike Herford, Rodney
Gibson, Joseph Ona-ehise, and
RayJ MacQueen.
The schedule as of Monday
October 15 is:
Georgia
October 20 Away

^j^jgjo

Qpen

...
,_.
..
,
University of Fla
November
17
Home
g ,b^l6 ov,
"jJacksmviw^jNovember 18 Home
•",™!L'

November 24 .... .Thanksgiving

Georgia ........October 27 Home
Gainesville.... November 3 Away

Gainesville
nament

University of Fla
4

1 1
All home games will be played
at 2:00 p.m.

November
.,. .Away

December 2 Tour-

Majorettes Chosen For ?73 f?4
By GENE JUSTEN
The GSC Soccer team is ready
for a new season with matches
against such teams as the
University of Florida, the
University of Georgia, and
Jacksonville, along with two
tournaments in Gainesville.
Last week, October 6, the
Soccer, Team traveled to Brunswick to play the Glynco Naval
Air Station soccer team and
returned with a 5-2 win. Scoring
for Southern in that game were
George Yamoah—2 goals, Woody
Woodruff—1 goal, Julian Marshall—1 goal, and Olaf Kampschmidt— 1 goal.

This past Sunday Southern's
soccer team met Glynco in a
return match. The team came
back with some good play to end
the game with a 4-4 tie, after
trailing 4*1 early in the second
period. Goals were scored as
follows: Olaf Kampschmidt—2,
Woody Woodruff—1, George
Yamoah—1.
The soccer club has been
gaining momentum since last
year and has fielded an exceptional team after only one
year of competition. Last year's
record was 5 wins and 3 losses;
the team hopes to better that
record this year, but it will be
uphill all the way against a more
difficult schedule.
Next week's game will be

played in Athens against the
University of Georgia.
The soccer team can always
use new talent and people, so if
you're interested, come out to the
intramural fields MondayThursday from 4:15 to 5:30 or
6:00, and practice and play with
the team. Any information about
the soccer club may be obtained
through Dr. Joe Blankenbaker,
ext. 458, or Gene Justen, 764-9467.
Members of the team are:
David Donahoo, Marshall
Payne, George Yamoah, Olaf
Kampschmidt, Gene Justen,
Woodie
Woodruff.
Collis
McGeachy, Andy Rudolph,
Julian Marshall.
Jim Moore, Andrew Wu, Garey

The GSC Golden Eagle
Majorettes of 1973-74 were chosen
at tryouts held October 8th and
9th. The following girls were
selected on the basis of ability
and showmanship: Connie
Brown, captain; Terry Spivey;
Nancy Williams; Sheryl Hunter;
and Debbie Durrence.
The majorettes will be entertaining during halftime at
home basketball games. Performances will utilize batons,
hats and canes, pom-poms, hoops
and other novelty routines.
According to Connie Brown,
captain, "All the girls are extremely talented and all have
won awards and received honors
for their twirling ability."

"Twirling takes quite a bit of
practice," says Connie. "About
12-15 hours a week are necessary
to prepare f^r ^one, h^ime
presentation. ,aM^n!^0,
Since the majorettes arenjt
funded by the school they will be
having bake sales and other
projects to raise' funds for
uniforms ar^rpps,. n6liaq3
.

Water polo was developed m
England as "Water Soccer" in
1869 and was first included in the
Olympic Games in Paris in 1900.
Hungary has won the Olympic
tournament five times and Great
Britian four times since its
beginning.

Every One Welcome To The

12th ANNUAL
0GEEGHEE FAIR
Monday thru Saturday Oct. 22-27
Sponored by

Statesboro Kiwanis Club
at the

Kiwanis Fair Grounds on Hiway 67

3 miles South of Statesboro

SCHEDULE OF SPECIAL EVENTS
GATES WILL BE OPEN AT 3 00 O'CLOCK ON WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY ALL OTHER DAYS AT 6:00 P. M.
MONDAY,OCTOBER 22
Parade Monday Afternoon - 5:00 P. M.
Official Opening - 6:00 P. M.
Barbecue At Fairgrounds - 6:30 P. M.
Judging of Educational Exhibits - 2:00 P. M.
Georgia Southern Night (Admittance V4 Price with I. D. Card)
Free High Wire Act - 7:45 P. M. & 9:00 P. M.
Each paid ticket - Register for 2 tin Lizza to be given free
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23
Swine Show-4:00 P. M.
The Flying Valities-7:45 - 9:15
Each paid ticket - Register for 2 tin Lizza to be given free
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24
School Day (2:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m.) All children will be admitted free and
rides will be reduced in price.
Judging of Cattle - 4:00 p.m.
The Flying Valities- 4:30- 7:45- 9:15
Each paid ticket - Register for 2 tin Lizza to be given free

TISSS-<.:»»p.™.) Al».wiU*-d.nH.edrree,-d
rides will be reduced in price.
The Flying Valities -4:30-7:45-9:15
The Lewis Family - 8:00 - 9:30
9-00 P. M. - Drawing for free woman's bicycle
Each paid ticket - Register for 2 iin Lizza 10 be given free

i

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26
Senior Citizens Day
The Flying Valities - 7:45 - 9:1 5
Each paid ticket - Register for 2 tin Lizza to be given free
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27
The Flying Valities-7:45- 9:15
9:30 p.m. Drawing for tin Lizza (You do not have to be present to win.)
Each paid ticket - Register for 2 tin Lizza to be given free

ADMISSION
Adults: $1.25 Children (6-12 yrs.) $.75 Under 6 years: Free
Advance Tickets available from all Kiwanis members.

STATESBORO KIWANIS CLUB
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Clark Adds Height lo BB learn
"S. plans to teach and coach. "I like
W 'o travel," says Jim. "I've been
n every U.S. state except two. I
also enjoy baseball."
"I think Southern has a lot to
offer me," says Jim, "and we
nave a very talented ball club.
Southern has the makings of a
lumber-one team and should
lave a winning season."
"Jim is a promising new-,
xwner," says head Coach J.E.
towe, "and he will definitely
lelp GSC during the '73-'74
«ason."

Basketball Practice Began Monday
Jim Clark, 6 foot 8 inch,
honorable-mention Ail-American
from Grover Hill, Ohio, is expected to add much to the GSC
basketball squad this season.
Jim is a junior transfer from
Anderson Junior College in South
Carolina. He has many honors to
his credit. Among those compiled
at AJC are: Conference Playerof-the-Year: All-Conference; AllRegion; Most Valuable Player in
Queen City Invitation and AllQueen City Invitational Team.
Jim averaged 16.7 points and 10.8
rebounds per game while at
Anderson.
Some of Jim's high school
honors are Most Valuable Player
in Region, All-State, and Most
Valuable Player at School (for
three years).
Jim is a recreation major and

FOOTBALL FRATERNITY

SCHEDULE
October 18, 1973
4:00 p.m.—US vs. Bengals
5:00 p.m.—Gladiators vs. Nads
October 22, 1973
4:00 p.m.—Bombers vs. Cone
5:00 p.m.—Sanford vs. Wops
October 23, 1973
4:00 p.m.—Phi Epsilon Kappa vs. Bengals
5:00 p.m.—Renegades vs. Nads
October 24, 1973
4:00 p.m.—US vs. Cone
5:00 p.m.—Gladiators vs. Bombers
October 25, 1973
4:00 p.m.—WODS vs. Nads
5:00 p.m.—Phi Epsilon Kappa vs. Cone

The
Georgia
Southern
basketball team took to the
floor Monday, Oct. 15, as practice
for the '73-74 basketball season
gets under way.
Coach J.E. Rowe will be
looking to see how seven
newcomers, especially junior
college transfers John Baker,
Jim Clark, and John Vail,
become accustomed to the nine
returning veterans. "That's
mainly what we'll be looking for
in the first few weeks of practice," said Rowe. "It's extremely
important that the older players
and newcomers get to know each
other's style of play."
One major difference between
this vear's team and last year's
will be the front line. "It's great
knowing that we'll go into the
season with six bona fide inside
players," said Rowe. "In ad-

dition to Baker, Clark and Vail,
we have seasoned veterans in
Ronnie Arnold, Dick Beuke, and
Bob Crouch."
Coach Rowe feels that he has a
fine crop of players this season
and is optimistic about their
potential as a solid team. "I
would say that since meeting the
boys individually, and in
meetings with the team as a
whole, all the players have
reported with eager attitudes and
are really looking forward to the
first day of practice."
Aside from the junior college
transfers, Rowe will be taking a
close look at three freshmen who
could vie for starting positions.
They are Chris White, a 6-0 guard
from Charleston, S.C., Art Kitchen, a 6-4 guard from Hobe
Sound, Fla., and Pat Blenke, a 6-5
forward from Knox, Indiana.

j

GRWND
assss
NEAT& CLEAN...
and one of the sharpest looks around! This eyecatcher
sports two new hits; a short sleeve roll up cardigan knit
featuring a ribbed shawl collar and cuffed acrylic
doubleknit trousers. Add an orlon turtle and be a smashing success wherever you're bound. Garland made it for
great times!
16.00 Cardigan

Although there are many
assets in the intramural games,
there are certain aspects which
can be improved. For one more
care should be given to the
' playing
fields.
Another
suggestion
for
intramurals is that both players
,and officials should be more
efficient in their observance of
the rules. Instead of a two-page
leaflet handed vout to people, a
better siigge§tlbn would be that
officials, coaches, and referees
- sit down and discuss thoroughly
the rules of the league so that
there is one common interpre^ifdffand no in-betweens.
A clear example of this has been
that some players have been able
to carry on the field illegal
equipment such as a shoulder-tofinger arm pad.
The_same six or seven referees,
work me games all four days '
The pay to officiate is little and
four days of games is a long work
week. The officials seem to have
become bored. For instance, they
report late to the games, thus
delaying them fifteen or twflpty
minutes. A suggestion is that
more officials be hired through
either the intramural department
or student placement. Another
one or two officiating^i^rlws
would lighten the load uppiLfhe
two existing ones and m'axefor
cleaner and better-officiated
games.
Another suggestion is. .that
whoever is in charge shoulxJLfike
better care of the field. Several
games were delayed while
makeshift lines were laid down
on the field so the action could
resume. By Wednesday people
have to guess where the sidelines
are. If the teams indulge in hardi

work to practice, someone should " terest to insure maintenance of
take up the same amount of infields and better officiating.

Rex's Pawn Shop
23 West Main St.

* Funnel Shirts
* Wide Selection of Baggies
• High-Style Shoes
• Mod Hats
• Teargas Pens
• Unredeemed Merchandise
• Table of Select Articles
once-a-year
CANDY SPECIAL

12.00 Turtleneck

17.00 Pant

Intramurals Can Be Improved
By DON LARAMEE,

LEAGUE
FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE
October 18, 1973
4:00 p.m.—Kappa Sigma vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon
5:00 p.m.—Phi Delta Theta vs. Kappa Alpha
October 22, 1973
4:00 p.m.—Pi Kappa Phi vs. Delta Tau Delta
5:00 p.m.—Sigma Nu vs. Sigma Chi
October 23, 1973
4:00 p.m.—Sigma Pi vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon
5:00 p.m.—Alpha Tau Omega vs. Kappa Alpha
October 24, 1973
4:00 p.m.—Kappa Sigma vs. Delta Tau Delta
5:00" p.m.—Phi Delta Theta vs. Pi Kappa P.hj
October 25, 1973
4:00 p.m.—Sigma Nu vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon
5:00 p.m.—Sigma Pi vs. Alpha Tau Omega

Jtep
"We try to make a life-long customer..
not just a one-time sale."

\

Our
Noon Buffet
is all you can eatl
and eat
A delicious selection $4 AQ
of pizza and salad. *P
'*/
ALL YOU CAN EAT.
11:00 A.M. til 2:00 P.M
Monday thru Friday

Oct.

14-28;

Carry Out or Eat In

HWY. 301 SOUTH
1% lbs

reg. *3?5..... $299

STATESBORO, GA.

I^UMECC, Sieve*,

FAVORTTES
a select sampling of creams, nuts, caramels, miniatures, milk and dark chocolates, and butter bons

Town & Campus PJgjpnacy
University Plaza

764-5411
HOURS

10-12 SunvThurs.

10-2 A.M. Fri.-Sat.

Order By Phone For Faster Service
Allow Approximately 20 Minutes

Thursday, October 18, 1973
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Polo Team Wins Again
Excitement and tension was
high Saturday afternoon at
Hanner Pool as the GSC water
polo team defeated South
Carolina Gamecocks in a 16-13
overtime win.
South Carolina took the lead in

the first half 4-3, with neither
team being able to penetrate the
other's defense.
The second half was a battle of
physical strength as both teams
tried desperately to score.
Southern came up with two

Water Polo Schedule

consecutive goals to take the lead
as the third quarter started.
When the seven-minute struggle
ended, the scoreboard favored
Southern 7-6.

October 19-20

The fourth quarter brought
another nip-and-tuck battle for
the ball. The score was tied at 7-7,
9-9, and the game ended in a 10-10
tie as both defenses stubbornly
refused to allow opposing offenses to score.

rs Of The Week

Hal Girardeau was selected as
Player of the Week from the
independent league. Hal plays for
the Nads. He is a pre-law student
from Claxton, Ga. who has been
at Southern for one year.
"Intramurals are improving
every year" says Hal "As far as
the independent league is concerned," he added, "we are just
as competitive as the fraternity
teams who are supposed to be
better organized. We lost only one
game last year and we have a
good team this year."
"I think the academics here
are tremendous," he added, "and
the outside activities are being
improved."
=»«=

Mike Doan led the Eagles with
7 points, followed by Jeff Barnett
with 3. Goalie Orlando Gonzalez
played another outstanding game
blocking shots and aiding in
plays.
"We expected an extremely
physical game," says coach
Buddy Floyd, "and we got one."
Don Welchko, last week's leading
scorer, was thrown out of the
game early and some of their
players were thrown out. But we
tried to stay calm and play a good
game."
"GSC has a fantastic team,"
said a South Carolina fan, "but
the officials don't know the
rules."

FRATERNITY PLAYER
OF THE WEEK
Tommy Garner is a senior
education major from Pacalet,
South Carolina. Tommy plays
intramural football for Delta Tau
Delta.
He attended a junior college on
a baseball scholarship before
transferring to GSC three years
ago. After graduation this
coming spring, he plans to teach
and coach football and baseball.
"The intramural program has
improved very much," says
Tommy, "and there's more
student cooDeration than when I
first came here."
"I have enjoyed my three years
here at GSC," he added. "They
have a good social life here."
=«=
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October 27

Georgia Tech

November 3

University of Kentucky

November 9

Blasting out of their shell
during overtime GSC took the
lead and never gave it up. The
contest ended 16-13.

INDEPENDENT PLAYER
OF THE WEEK

October 24

University of Georgia-Tournament
Vanderbilt
Auburn
Georgia
South Carolina
University of South

Athens, Ga.
4:00 p.m.

Columbia, S.C.
4:30 p.m.
Statesboro, Ga
1:00 p.m.
Lexington, Ky.
11:00 a.m.
Statesboro, Ga.
4:00 p.m.
Statesboro, Ga
1 p.m.
New Haven, Conn.

University of Georgia

November 17 Philadelphia Aquatic Club
Pennsylvania
November 20-21 Yale Open Tournament
University of Indiana
Indiana State University
University of Illinois
Yale University
University of Kentucky
Army
University of Michigan
Loyola University of Chicago

Long Beach, Calif.
November 24-25 NCAA Championships
Long Beach State Belmont Pool

LANIER'S BOOKSTORE

"There was some confusion
over the rules," admitted Coach
Floyd, "but our officials called a
tight game and South Carolina
was not used to this. I also think
the officials used good judgement
in their calls.".
Next week Southern goes to
Athens to play in the University
of Georgia Tournament.
Can't Bear It
Hikers on the Great Divide
Trail in the Canadian Rockies
sometimes tie small bells on
their packs so grizzly bears
will hear them coming. Most
bears avoid humans, and the
bell serves as a warning.

<*e
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This Is Mike Doan! Last week
Mike's picture appeared under a
story on women's sports instead
of with the story about him as the
varsity player of the week.

**

On your way
up there
wear

gfoshua tree

:

V^F

• CALIFORNIA

THIS \& CfAAlLAB. TO A, peClAK

t
:

CXD uer v€A«». OJWW KAO
TO *E TUB H&r woeoi cser.
Piece OF- AJBOT BV CANWL

Inc.

PAPERS.

<T HiS IN IT MOST

EVeevntfN)£ A BooniTtee
MOOLO c&aev.

"For Your Shopping Hoosuro"

764-5678
Uptown Statesboro

JOHN C. LARSON
912 - 7644100
CHANDLER ROAD
STATESBORO. GA. 30458
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Mrs. Bryant s
Kitchen
Owned & Operated by the Bryant Family

:*:•:•>:

Banquet & Dining Facilities

Home & Business Catering

YeOlde
Steak Room

*tM» VS. ife*

Open Mondaythru Saturday
5 P.M. to 11 P.M.
Enjoy a feast in the
quiet atmosphere of
an old English Pub
wry ■*;*:>;
with a steak from our |
Mrs. Bryant's Kitchen
great selection
1

j!}$

extends

COMPLIMENTARY WINE
—with any meal

In Our Steak Room

Top Sirloin
00
*3

-— with this coupon —

?i5:00P.M.-11:00P.M.

MON. - SAT. 1

459 S. MAIN STREET
STATESBORO, GA. 30458

